Abstract. Circuit of one processing plant was studied in order to adjust the mass balance. The granulometric composition of the streams that belong to grinding and classifying processes was analyzed, while the chemical content was determined only at the streams related to separation process. Three connection matrixes are considered in this paper, one corresponding to the size fraction equations, the second corresponding to the chemical content measurements and the third, the solid flow rate balance. The technique used consisted of filtering all the data by a weighted least-squares procedure. Then running the output data in a custom designed feature of the computer program MATLAB. The raw data was then corrected and the different missing assays calculated and presented here.
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Introduction
Mass balance calculation is requested in all industrial processes where material transformation is done (chemical plants, mineral processing, metallurgy, food industry etc.). It makes it possible to determine the streams flow rates , chemical compositions, particle size distributions and other parameters. The material balance reflects in every case the mass conservation law which states that material is never lost but mearly changes state. Experimental measurements in industrial or pilot flow-sheets must be available to calculate these balances. Carrying out such material balances is often found to be a difficult task. This is due to several reasons: firstly, the errors of the measurements (related to the accuracy of sensors, sampling methods, chemical analyses etc.); second, in most cases, main variables such as the stream flowrates are not measured; also, several properties may be simultaneously considered and the flowsheet can become overly complicated creating problems of solving complex mass balance equations. Improved calculation capability developments using computers, makes it possible to solve complex problems through measured data adjustment. Material balance methods have been developed which use all the available plant data, adjusting them in order to produce a best fit material balance [Bloise, 1991] . Some mass balance packages are also available. In general, the method assumes that all measured data contains errors and these errors are minimised by the procedure which generates adjusted values against a predetermined criterion. The experimental assays are then processed in order to make them satisfy the mass conservation equations. The calculations results are the best estimation of the true assay values. The objective of this paper is to demonstrate the balancing data calculation technique for a complex circuit case with missing measurements. The application was studied in a mineral processing plant, but the technique may begeneric and thus applicable in other industrial circuits.
The Analysed Circuit
The analysed processing plant consists of grinding circuit where size reduction is combined with granulometric classification. One separation process for the partial metal recovery is also present in this circuit.
The schematic drawing of the circuit is presented in fig.1 . Samples were collected manually in the specified points indicated in Fig.1 
Mass Balance Calculation
The flowsheet is presented in terms of a graphical network schematic illustrated in Fig.2 . The network can be mathematically represented by a connection matrix. Each row in the matrix corresponds with a given node and each column with a given stream. The element value is 1 if the stream enters the node; -1 if the stream exits from the node and 0 otherwise. The method selected to solve the mass balance problem was based on linearizing the constraints. The calculation was carried out by running a new software macro based on MATLAB. The results of the material balance adjustement are presented in Table 2 .
In comparison with the raw data, a major advantage of the balanced data calculated by this method, is its respect to the mass conservation law. On the other hand, the values of missing measurements was calculated which provides a greater insight into process characteristics.
The solid flow rates given in Table. 
Conclusions
The filtered data obtained by this procedure of material balance calculation can be used for generic calculations in any raw material processing. This approach is more reliable and allows a superior analysis and a better discrimination between different operations than most current methods. It is a powerful tool in the evaluation of processing circuits and also allows the simulation of new processing flowsheets. The presented procedure is considered generic as it is independent of the ore type, flowsheet dimensions and of the variables measured
